STANDARD PANEL PROFILES
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Features and Benefits

commitment to environmental sustain-

acoustic ceiling system

Screenwood Ceiling Panels can be

ability, please see www.wrcea.org.

used in any number of applications,

All Screenwood products are 100%

Acoustics

for commercial and

from commercial to residential as an

recyclable. Screenwood Ceiling Panels

As well as the obvious beauty of

acoustic ceiling finish. Its acoustic

are manufactured using steel or

Western Red Cedar, this timber has a

residential applications

qualities make it ideal for retail,

aluminium and timber and may be fully

natural acoustic quality. As one of the

suitable for both internal
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Both Western Red Cedar and MDF

Predominantly made from
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Western Red Cedar. Cedar's richly

Classification Group 3.
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and when used in conjunction with
Lighting and Services

black polyester acoustic insulation will

provide a distinctive

complimenting any architectural design.

Your lighting and air conditioning

diffuse and absorb sound waves.

Western Red Cedar is one of the
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Contact us for further advice.

* Patent Pending

TYPICAL CEILING INSTALLATION

END TO END DETAIL
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PERIMETER DETAILS

GAP RECOMMENDED
WHEN BUTT JOINING IS REQUIRED
9-12mm

20 mm WALL ANGLE

B
PANEL CONNECTION
TO FURRING CHANEL
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TYPICAL CEILING INSTALLATION
ISOMETRIC VIEW OF CEILING
PANEL INSTALLATION TO
SUSPENDED CEILING SYSTEM

PERIMETER DETAILING
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